Abstract. Gravity modification as a portable non-mass effect is feasible. Contemporary experiments such as HFGW and LIGO require mass to model gravitational acceleration and gravitational waves. A different approach to gravitational acceleration, and thus space propulsion technologies is presented here. This paper proposes that gravitational acceleration on any particle is the effect of the deformation of the shape and mass of the particle due to non-inertia transformations present in that local region of the gravitational field. The analytical formulation and numerical integration has led to the discovery of a new formula for gravitational acceleration, g = τc 2 , that is neither a function of the mass of the gravitational source nor a function of gravitational waves; where τ is a function of the time dilation present in the local gravitational field. This formula has been tested and verified to be correct in the gravitational fields of the nine planetary bodies in our Solar System, and the Sun; mechanical acceleration, and electromagnetic fields. Thus leading to the inference that g = τc 2 is the generic formula for all non-nuclear force fields. The true power of this definition of gravitational acceleration lies in the fact that it now lends itself to a portable technology, as mass is no longer required to derive acceleration. This new relationship for acceleration, describes how an electron moving in a magnetic field causes a force on the electron, and explains why the electron velocity, magnetic field and resulting force relationship is orthogonal. This electron model would be the basis for future propulsion technologies.
INTRODUCTION
The paper takes a different approach to modeling gravity by revisiting established experimental results. If General Relativity models gravity as the change in the shape of spacetime, the curving of spacetime, to cause the effect of gravity (Schultz, 2003) , one could propose an equivalent shape change on a particle; that the change in the shape of spacetime in the local region of the particle is mirrored by an identical change in the shape of the particle. The resulting deformation of the particle's shape is experienced as velocity and/or acceleration.
Dividing gravity into three parts, the mass source, the field, and the field effect or acceleration, this analysis is limited to how acceleration is produced at that specific point where the particle exists. Properties of gravitational fields as curvatures or even how mass generates the gravitational field is outside the scope of this analysis. This new approach has some benefits from a technology development perspective. It is the effects of the external environment in the region of the particle that causes acceleration. Since acceleration is local any field effect technology need only be applied to the local region. This paper derives and tests the mass-independent equation for gravitational acceleration, and shows it is the universal description of acceleration for all non-nuclear forces. Therefore, gravity modification as a portable non-mass technology is feasible. The objectives of this paper are to derive the new massindependent relationship for gravitational acceleration, and show that this new relationship applies to gravitational, mechanical and electromagnetic forces. In so doing, propose how gravity modification based propulsion technologies can be realized.
THE LOCAL FIELD MODEL
A local inertia field is that local region of spacetime where acceleration is not present, because only inertia transformations Γ(v) are present. The Greek letter capital Gamma Γ is used to represent a transformation. A local non-inertia field, a small section (≤ 10 -9 m 2 ) of gravity, is that local region of spacetime where acceleration is present because non-inertia transformations Γ(a) are present. This paper proposes that gravitational acceleration on any particle is the effect of the deformation of the shape of the particle due to non-inertia transformations present in the local region of the gravitational field such that the spacetime transformations Γ s (x,y,z,t) are concurrently reflected as particle transformations Γ p (x,y,z,t) or, ( , , , ) ( , , , ) p x y z t s x y z t Γ = Γ
This is the logical extension of the Lorentz-Fitzgerald transformations Γ(v) as length contraction along the axis of relative motion is symmetrical and linear with respect to space. Gravitational field transformations Γ(a) are nonlinear with respect to space and one expects non-linear shape deformation along the axis of acceleration. The Lorentz-Fitzgerald transformation Γ(v) governs time dilation, length contraction and mass increase, presented concisely as,
Similarly, in gravitational fields (Schultz, 2003) and (Green, 2005) , Newtonian transformations, Γ(a), govern time dilation, space contraction and mass increase, presented concisely as,
) is based on Newtonian mechanics and for ease of discussion I have labeled it such. The Einsteinian (Schultz, 2003) equivalent Γ(r) is more sophisticated. For our discussion here the Newtonian version is sufficient. A body falling in a gravitational field from infinity has both acceleration a and velocity v. If the gravitational time dilation derived from the Newtonian transformation Γ(a) produces the correct instantaneous free fall velocity when plugged into the Lorentz-Fitzgerald transformation Γ(v) then these transformations are equivalent in some manner. Table 1 (Solomon, 2001 ) presents the results of these calculations for the ten bodies in the Solar System. (4) Conversely, knowing the time dilations and space contraction present for any set of points in spacetime, gives sufficient information to determine the velocity and accelerations in that region of spacetime.
LOCAL ACCELERATION ANALYTICAL MODEL
Under the influence of gravity the shape of any particle would deform such that its near-side (to the gravitational source) would be flatter than it far-side, resulting in an asymmetrical ellipsoidal-like deformation. Note that assuming a spherical particle shape is a convenient simplification for now. With a completed model one can test for effects of a particle's shape and mass distribution on gravitational acceleration. Simultaneously, the mass of this particle should obey an equivalent transformation, being denser on the near-than on the far-side per equation (3). Therefore the first step (Step A) is the development of a shift in the center of mass model for gravitational acceleration. The center of mass, CM 0 , of a particle at rest is given by,
Assume that mass density ρ v across the particle is uniform or does not vary. When inertia motion is present 0≤|v|≤c and |a|=0 transformation based deformation is symmetrical, and equation (5) evaluates to zero. That is, when acceleration is not present there is no shift in the center of mass of the particle. In a gravitational field Φ the moments M Φi of the mass m Φi of slice i with a non-linear mass density behavior ρ Φi is given by equation (6) and the particle's center of mass CM Φ in the gravitational field Φ is given by equation (7) i.e. the standard center of mass equation (5) modified to handle the non-linearity induced by gravitational spacetime.
Equation (7) presents the shift in the center of mass of a particle as a function of the gravitational acceleration. The subsequent steps would be, (Step B) to solve this equation and invert the relationship so that gravitational acceleration is presented as a shift in the center of mass; and (Step C) to relate this shift in the center of mass to shape distortion Γ p (x,y,z,t) . The solution (Solomon, 2008) to equation (7) runs into several pages and is not presented here as it is not a simple, elegant solution.
LOCAL ACCELERATION NUMERICAL INTEGRATION MODEL
To solve the gravitational acceleration, center of mass, and shape distortion relationship, a numerical integration model was constructed by slicing a particle into 2,000 disc-shaped slices, with a 1,000 disc-shaped slices on each side of the particle in relation to the center of the particle and the gravitational source. From the calculated time dilation, mass and thickness of each slice, the shape and mass of the particle was determined by assembling all 2,000 slices. The moments of each slice was calculated to determine the new center of mass of the deformed particle. The mass m si of a slice i of the particle a distance, x i , from its center and r from the gravitational source, with density ρ i and thickness q i is given by equation (9). In a gravitational field, mass density ρ i and slice thickness q i of slice i are given by the Newtonian transformations Γ(a) equation (10).
The distance of the center of the ith disk from the center of particle is the summation of the thickness of all previous disks, from 1 to i-1, plus half of the ith disk, given by,
Therefore, the numerical formulation for the center of mass, CM, per Step A, for a given shape function, y, is, 
LOCAL ACCELERATION NUMERICAL INTEGRATION MODEL RESULTS
To test for effects of particle shape and mass distribution 1,190 numerical integrations were evaluated for 7 particles sizes from 10 -21 m, smaller than an electron (Kane, 2000) , up to 10 -3 m, a small pin head; modeled in 10 gravitational fields, with 17 shapes or mass distributions. Per
Step B, the gravitational acceleration g is governed by equation (13) the change in center of mass χ where k d is some constant. The change in the center of mass χ of a particle is a function of the change in time dilation δt across the particle, for a specific particle size S z per equation (14). Per
Step C, one notes that the two constant terms k d and k m are sufficient to parameterize any shape and mass distribution of a particle. The result of this three step analysis is that gravitational acceleration g is governed by equation (15) the change in time dilation δt across a particle of size S z , where k c is some constant.
The range of the evaluated center of mass shift was as large as 1x10 -22 m to as small as 3.3x10 -61 m. Equation (15) can also be derived from equations (13) and (14) per Table ( 3). The numerical value of k c is within 0.049% of the numerical value of the square of the velocity of light c 2 or 8.9875517873681764x10
+16
. And since S z is the change in the distance δr from the gravitational source, in the limit as δr→0, equation (15) 
Since this gravitational acceleration model works for any particle size the precision of measure of a particle's size is not critical. It appears that Nature has figured out how to get around Heisenberg's Uncertainty principle at the macro level. Table 3 depicts the values of k d , k m and k c for the 17 different particle shape and mass distributions described in column 1 per Step C. Table 3 shows that k d and k m change to compensate for any particle shape or mass distribution such that k d .k m =k c =c 2 . The inference is that there is Internal Structure Independence as equation (16) shows that gravitational acceleration is external to and independent of particle shape or mass distribution within the particle. To confirm the validity of equation (16), Table 4 presents the calculated gravitational acceleration on the surface of each body in the Solar System and compares this result with the Newtonian formula. For equation (16) dr is the distance between the left edge L and the right edge R of the particle, at a distance r from the gravitational source. The time dilation difference dt is the difference between time dilations at the L and R edges of the particle. The error with the Newtonian acceleration is given below the name of the body. Note, though the data presented in Table 4 is only to 30 decimal places, all numerical analyses presented in this paper was conducted to 250 significant digits.
The numerical results show that equation (16) is correct, that gravitational acceleration can be derived without reference to its mass source.
TABLE (4).
Gravitational acceleration values using Newtonian equation and equation (16) 
CHARGED PARTICLE IN A MAGNETIC FIELD CALCULATIONS
In current electromagnetic theory, the acceleration a is a function of tangential velocity v electron charge q magnetic field B and electron mass m given by equation (17). The centripetal method is the standard mechanics method, acceleration a is a function of the tangential velocity v and the radius of circular motion r and is given by equation (18). And, given angular velocity ω tangential velocity is defined by equation (19) . In the time dilation method, column 7 of Table 5 , the tangential velocity is converted to time dilation, and acceleration is calculated using equations (16) and (19) where dt is time dilation at velocity v minus 1 (the time dilation at center of circular motion with zero velocity), and dr is the radius of the circular motion. The new electromagnetic force process model (see next section) results are given in column 9 of Table 5 . The force field equation (16) agrees with current electromagnetic theory equation (17), centripetal mechanics equation (18) and therefore correct for mechanical, electromagnetic and gravitational forces i.e. equation (16) is the universal description of acceleration for all non-nuclear forces. The new electromagnetic force process (EMFP) model agrees with other methods except in the last row where particle size is > 10 -4 m. This is could be modeling error or unlike the other methods it does not assume that the effective charge is point-like.
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TABLE (5).
Acceleration calculated using centripetal method, equation (18), current electromagnetic theory, equation (17) 
EMFP Model EMFP Error
Equation (18) Equation (17) Equations (16) 
THE NEW ELECTROMAGNETIC FORCE PROCESS MODEL
This new electromagnetic force process model was reversed engineered with careful attention to experimental observations. The magnetic field, Figure 1 , causes the upward moving charged particle with velocity v to rotate about its center of rotation with an angular rotation ω and a path radius r. This negatively charged electric field E of some radius dr is pointing into the particle. Due to the arched path in the magnetic field, the particle will have a small change in velocity dv such that the field's left-and right-side velocities along the path radius are given by equations (20) and (21), respectively.
In other words, the ± dv shows that just as the electron's path rotates about an external center of rotation of radius r the electron's electric field is itself rotating in an anti-clockwise manner about internal center of rotation, with radius dr. This anti-clockwise rotation of the electric field is due to the interaction of the electron's radial electric field with the external magnetic field. Solving for velocity using equations (17) and (18), the relationship between velocity, v, and radius of arc r is given by equation (22). Using equation (19) gives the angular rotation equation (23). By equations (20) and (21) the electron rotation about its own center must be equal to the rotation about its arched path, therefore, the electron field velocity dv is given by equation (24).
Converting v ± dv at any point in the electric field into time dilations using equation (2) gives equation (25) as t 0 at the center of rotation is 1. Therefore, the difference in time dilations across any two points in the electric field, say points 1 and 2, is given by (26) or (27). And, using equation (16) the acceleration on the electric field is given by (28), its charge q and the external magnetic field B. Using the center of the electron as the first point, the equation (28) The charged particle's electric field acceleration is presented in column 9 of Table 5 . Equation (28) shows that it is the spherical shape of the electrical field that converts the perpendicular velocity of the charged particle with respect to the magnetic field into an orthogonal force. All other orientations of the particle's electric field velocity dv with respect to the magnetic field negate themselves. This process model explains why electromagnetic force is orthogonal to the magnetic field and electron velocity, therefore suggesting that vectors and matrices are elegant mathematical shortcuts in current electromagnetic theory. Laithwaite (1974; 1994 ; also see; Solomon, 2005 and 2006) had demonstrated that a spinning disc when rotated would lose weight. A numerical model was constructed to investigate this (Solomon, 2008) . The time dilations were calculated for 49,165 points across this disc and converted to acceleration with equation (16). Table 6 presents the results of the averaged acceleration across the disc.
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RECONCILING OTHER EXPERIMENTERS' RESULTS
These results confirm Laithwaite's (1994; also see; Solomon, 2005 and 2006) original demonstration that a disc spinning at 5,000 rpm and rotating at 7 rpm, with a radius of rotation of at least 1 m, and spin radius of 0.3 m would be almost weightless (9.8m/s 2 -9.7m/s 2 = 0.1m/s 2 ), if not rise. Equation (33) is the regression of the results in Table  6 . The acceleration a created by a rotating-spinning disc's three-dimensional time dilation field with spin ω s , disc radius, s, rotational ω d , rotation radius d and hypotenuse h formed by s and d is given by,
Though Laithwaite demonstrated weight loss, this is a weight change phenomenon as both weight loss and gain are observed. If the sense of the spin and rotation are different, the direction of the acceleration is reversed, as one of the ω's is negative. Hayasaka and Takeuchi (1989) had reported that a gyroscope would lose weight, but Lou et al. (2002) could not reproduce this effect. Given their experiments downward pointing spin vector, equation (33) shows that Lou et al were correct. This is because equation (33) requires that acceleration produced be orthogonal to both spin and rotation. Therefore, to observe weight change the spin vector has to be orthogonal to the gravitational field.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents the general force field equation (16) for many different phenomena, gravitational, electromagnetic, and mechanical forces. Gravity modification technology works because gravity and electromagnetic forces exhibit non-inertia field properties. Thus gravitational acceleration is not dependent on its mass source, confirming the theoretical and technological feasibility of gravity modification as a real working technology. Since the immediate local field properties determine the local accelerations, this simplifies technology development to local field modifications, implying that some technology based transformation Γ(s) can be applied to the external or environmental field to produce non-inertia motion. There are three keys here. First, the technology transformation Γ(s) has to be non-linear with respect to the space along the path of the required acceleration. Second, gravity modification consists of two parts, field vectoring, and field modulation. Third, interstellar travel could be achieved by breaking equation (4) into two transformations, one for space Γ(s x,y,z ) and other for time and mass Γ(s t,m ) so that distances could be shrunk without altering time or mass. The electron process model indicates that the shaped electric field exhibits force in the presence of an external moving magnetic field. From a propulsion technology perspective, the electric field holds force, while the magnetic field is used to power the non-inertia field. 
